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Trip Programme 

OCTOBER 
 
Sunday, 16 October  Dehyrated Meal Workshop  10am-2pm    Grade 0 
Create your own tramping meals. Learn how to easily dehydrate many ingredients 
(dehydrater not required) and combine them to make your own super-light, compact, tasty 
and healthy main meals. They will be better than any bought product... for a fraction of the 
cost. Lots of tips and tricks for eating well and travelling light in the hills. Cost $20 and you 
go home with a main meal. Lunch provided. Contact Gaylene 022 1707 398 or 
beachgums@gmail.com  Limit 6 people. 

Tuesday to Thursday, 25-27 October Beeby's Knob, Nelson Lakes                   Grade 1-2 
This tramp is relatively easy but varied with wide views.  We will need two vehicles as we 
park at separate points. The huts are only 6 bunks, hence my choice of mid-week. Day One 
is 2-3 hours, mostly uphill walking from Top House Road near St Arnaud.  Spectacular 
views on the way to Beeby’s Knob at 1442 m.  Beeby Hut nestles at bushline for our first 
night.  No heating at either hut. Day Two - Maitland Ridge mountain bike track to the new 
Red Hills Hut - approx 3 hours. Beautiful stunted beech forest gives way to clearings with 
expansive views of the Wairau Valley. Leave packs in the hut and explore the Red Hills 
plateau.  Day Three – Walk out via 4X4 track and mountain bike track through gorgeous 
bush to Six Mile carpark.  Share cost of vehicles (petrol costs to be advised) and huts 
require one hut ticket each.  Contact Lis Pedersen 027 686 3362 or email lis@lpcb.org. 

NOVEMBER 
 
Saturday to Sunday, 5-6 November, overnight at Myttons Hut and Mt Peel      Grade 2 
Overnight at Mytton’s Hut after exploring Cobb Ridge and Mt. Peel. May have morning tea at 
Chaffey Hut the next day before returning home. Contact Brian, Ph 5258515 for further 
details. 
 
Saturday to Sunday, 12-13 November Canaan - Castle Rock Hut - Marahau   Grade 1-2 
Walk in from Canaan Downs carpark – approx. 3 hours, and overnight at Castle Rock Hut on 
the Abel Tasman inland track. Next day walk to Holyoake Clearing and then steeply 
downhill to emerge on the coastal track at Tinline Bay, close to Marahau – approx. 5 hrs.  
Ideally this would be a crossover trip to avoid relocating a car. This is an 8 bunk hut so 
numbers may be limited, with carrying a tent a possible option. Petrol indication - $60 per 
car shared between passengers.  Contact Julie on 02777 99999 or julie.sherratt@xtra.co.nz  
 
Friday to Sunday, 18-20 November - Mole Tops, Ella Range, Nelson Lakes    Grade 3-4 
Gentle, tarn-studded tops on the Ella Range offer glorious, easy ridge travel in this rarely 
visited part of Nelson Lakes NP. A three day trip from the Matakitaki River, camping. 
Contact Gaylene  022 1707398  beachgums@gmail.com 
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DECEMBER 

Friday to Sunday, 2-4 December  Kahurangi Lighthouse             Grade 1-2 
Always popular, this easy beach walk offers a relaxed get-away to the old lighthouse 
keeper's hut near Kahurangi Point. Expect about 4 hours of beach walking and river 
crossings each way, with a day of exploring further south over the dunes and out to the 
lighthouse. Shared petrol costs to be advised. Contact Gaylene 022 1707 398 or 
email beachgums@gmail.com 

Saturday 10 December - Pupu Hydro to One Spec Creek                  Grade 3 
We meet at my place (One Spec), leave the cars there and drive one to the Pupu Hydro and 
walk up an old goldmine track beside the Te Waikoropupu river. We then go up a spur and 
over Sheepy Saddle to meet up with Tony's track down to the Anatoki river and on to the 
One Spec creek. This tramp will take 6 hours, there is a river crossing, a steep climb and 
parts of it are untracked. A fun adventure!  Contact Fiona 0223982486 or 
ficamrn@gmail.com with petrol cost about $5.  
 
Saturday or Sunday, 10 or 11 December, (weather dependant) Day Trip  Canaan – Mt Evans – 
Moa Park  Grade 1 
Park on the Canaan Road and walk across farmland to meet the old Mt Evans track, then 
follow this to Mt Evans, the highest point in the Abel Tasman.  The track continues on and 
meets the Inland Track at Moa Park. Beautiful bush and great views.Turn back towards 
Canaan and walk back to the cars to complete the circuit. About 4 hours walking. Petrol 
indication - $45 per car shared between passengers.  Contact Julie on 02777 99999 or 
julie.sherratt@xtra.co.nz 
 
Friday to Tuesday, 16-19 December - Kill Devil Pack Track to Soper Shelter, Return  Grade 3 
Trampers will need to take bivy bag or tent.  Unfortunately, the Anatoki track is closed due 
to slips, so this will be an in and out on the Kill Devil Pack Track only.  Day one - 
to Waingaro Forks Hut, 6-8 hours.  Day two - 4-5 hours to Sopers Shelter.  Day three 7-8 
hours walking back to Riordan's Hut.  Day four – back to carpark.  Explore beautiful beech 
forest, dramatic gorge scenery and the rock debris dam at Lake Stanley. Excellent birdsong 
in this area. Trampers can also enjoy an historic hut experience in restored character huts 
from 1930s gold mining days if there’s room. Petrol costs to be advised on the day. Please 
contact Lis Pedersen 027 686 362 or email lis@lpcb.org. 
 

Saturday 17 December  Day trip to Gibbs Hill       Grade 3 
A climb up to the top of Gibbs Hill for hopefully spectacular views over the Abel Tasman 
and Wainui Bay. Expect about 5 hours 30mins round trip from Wainui to Gibbs Hill and 
around the Coast Track back to Wainui.  Lunch and a swim at one of the glorious beaches 
along the way. Petrol costs to be advised on the day. Contact Miriam 0275416406 or 
email Miriamsherratt@live.com.au  
 

For trip gradings please check the Tramping Club website 
Happy Tramping! 
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Trip Reports  
 

24 - 26 June Mangarakau Swamp 
Five of us arrived at Mangarakau Swamp Lodge in the rain around lunch time on Friday and 
settled into our cosy accommodation for the weekend. The rain eased off mid-afternoon 
allowing us to explore the tracks around this exceptional wetland, enjoy(?) some swimming 
at Patarau beach & even a quick fish before dinner. 
Julie and Jacob joined us in the sunshine on Saturday morning and we set off to Te Hapu 
(with the kind permission of the owners) and enjoyed the glorious coastal walk, including 
magnificent Nikau fringed limestone bluffs, caves and stunning rock formations along this 
special stretch of coastline to Patarau Beach. 

 
Sunday was a sunny, blue-sky day and after cleaning the Lodge we set off to tramp up 
Knuckle Hill and make the most of the opportunity to enjoy panoramic views over the 
Mangarakau wetland to Patarau, Westhaven inlet and Farewell Spit. 
The evenings were great fun, with crazy games and lots of laughter, good food and in great 
company (Saturday night, curry night, was a great idea Gaylene).Gaylene (leader), Allen 
(scribe), Martina, Fiona, Jacob, Alex and Julie 
 

2 July Mid-Winter Fling - A social night of Dining and Dancing 

The club mid winter feast and ceilidh was held in the Kotinga hall, with festive decorations 
and a warm wood fire to welcome the twenty-five members of all ages who came on a cold 
winter's night keen to dance. The potluck feast was a delicious and abundant selection of 
much appreciated food and some decadent desserts for anyone with room to spare. After 
plenty of chatter, which is a big part of the get together (and gives the food a chance to go 
down!), it was time for the dancing. Kevin Durkan did a fabulous job of teaching and calling 
the dances with his new sound system providing great music. The dances were well chosen 
and everyone was keen to take part with lots of chaos, fun and laughter. The hall was 
buzzing as enthusiastic dancers whirled around the room, 'Strip the Willow' proved to be a 
great workout! What a great night!  
Thanks to everyone who organised, decorated, cleaned up, turned up and took part. Look 
forward to another one next year.      By Fiona Cameron  



 

Mid July, 2 days St Arnaud – Snow Skills 
Keen for some snow, we set off in Allen's car to St Arnaud and the Mt Robert car park. 
Going up to Angelus, the weather was not as good as forecast, low cloud and a cold wind. 
Plenty of snow though and good to get the crampons on and Gaylene taught us how to use 
them and how to self-arrest with the ice axe, essential skills in the snow.  
 

 
 
Angelus hut had a university tramping group staying part way through a long trip. The lake 
was frozen and we could walk over it. What an amazing place surrounded by snow and 
mountains especially when the weather cleared for a stunning sunset and moonlit night. In 
the morning the good weather stayed and we headed up a nearby peak for some views and 
more practise with the ice axe and crampons before making our way back to the car park 
in perfect weather. It was so good to get up in the mountains and learn snow skills. Thank 
you Gaylene for such a fantastic trip! And thank you Allen for driving! Gaylene, Allen and 
Fiona (Scribe). 
 

6-9 September Hellfire Stream - Misery Creek - Branch River - Lees Creek   
While not a club trip, this wonderful 4 day tramp is worth knowing about. Access is across 
a huge swing bridge spanning the Wairoa River about 6 km beyond the locked gate on the 
Rainbow Road. Hellfire Stream has no track marked on the map, but in reality there is an 
easily followed permolat track up through the gorges right to the tops. Recent major 
windfall slowed progress in the Misery and Branch rivers...thank goodness lots of this trip 
is on beautiful tops. Plenty of snow had us using axe and crampons over the two passes, 
both just below 2000 metres. Lees Creek is a lovely, parkland-like walk on a good track. 
The huts in this area are excellent, making for cosy nights on a winter trip. Fiona & Gaylene 
(scribe) 

 
 



 

17-18 September – Sylvester Hut and environs 
The Cobb Road is open and there is new spring snow! Six of us head up for a night at 
Sylvester Hut, 3 others are already, there but we all squeeze in. The sun is in the hut by 
6.30am next morning and Iris and Marlee are soon out frolicking in the thick frost.  
By 8.30 am we are on our way up to look at icicles in the bank and ice on the lakes and to 
see if we can get up to the ridge through the snow. Blue Skies, warm sunshine and no wind 
– lucky! We climb up to Iron Lake and then through 20cm of soft snow up onto the ridge 
above to Blue Skies, warm sunshine and no wind – circle around back to the hut. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Views of snow-capped peaks all around and Lake Lockett like an emerald below. On the 
tussock ridges there are snowfights and we make a snowman. Finding it hard to keep up 
with our 9 year-olds we are back at the hut by midday watching cloud come in over the 
terrain we’ve just been through in brilliant sunshine!  
 

 

 

 



 

A big lunch, pack up and clean up, the slog down the hill and home. Thanks fellow trampers 
for a magic weekend: Sarah, Iris, Marlee, Gita, Sharon, Julie (scribe). 
 

 
29 - 31 July Flora Hut & Mt Lodestone 
Goal: Bullock Track to Flora hut (via upper & lower junctions) for two nights in order to 
climb Mt Lodestone, then return to exit via the Asbestos mine for variety. 
Our group consisted of 5 capable teenagers plus myself - so a good lively company with 
plenty of youthful fascination in all the natural wonders.  We parked at the Bullock Track 
beside the Cobb Reservoir with light rain falling, so into the coats and pack covers for the 
walk into the Flora.  The rain proved to be only intermittent, so not too much of a bother. 
The section down to Broken Bridge (lower junction) was new to me - very enjoyable with a 
gentle grade and beautiful open bush.  We moved on efficiently around the sidle to the 
Upper Junction swing bridge where the Balloon and Flora streams join to form the Takaka 
river.  A good healthy flow in all of these following all the rain recently, causing us to 
wonder how the explorers would have managed without our modern bridges. 
On past the rock shelters and then the 1.5 hours or so meandering up the lovely Flora to 
reach the humble hut.  One pair of Whio ducks heard on the way, otherwise I think they 
were in winter hiding. Flora hut is the last remaining of it's kind (there were several of 
these on the Tablelands), with two 6-bunk cabins joined to be one structure with a 
woodshed in the middle.  Although the concrete floor, open fire and section of thin plastic 
roofing made it a bit chilly, we got the supplied native wood burning satisfactorily and made 
ourselves relatively comfortable.  The other upsides of the Flora is that being a basic hut, 
there are no fees, and from the Cobb side it makes for a good size walk. 
 

 

The Lodestone attempt was kind of scuttled - Saturdays weather not very conducive.  I 
made the climb with rain, then snow flurries beginning while the teens kept the hut 
company.  The climb is a very doable 480m from the hut, with the loop down to the Flora 
carpark making it a round trip. We woke to some beautiful snow on the ground, but this 
caused no problems with the sky gradually clearing as we made our way out.  Lunch in the 
sun on the Asbestos cottage lawn, then made our way home after retrieving the vehicle 



 

from by the Reservoir. A well-tracked and sheltered option if you're after some variety 
from the Tablelands.  Gordon's Pyramid is also nearby for a similar size climb. Bullock 
Track to Flora hut was between 4.5 - 5 hrs walking time. 
 
Mid August Sylvester hut/ Iron Hill - 2 days   
Deb and Mark Pearson, Fiona Cameron (scribe). This was not an official club trip but we are 
all club members and with a small window of good weather amongst the many days of 
winter rain, and plenty of snow up the Cobb, we headed to Sylvester hut for the night. The 
plan was to go up Iron Hill the next day with the crampons and ice axes. We had a lively 
evening of chatter and stories in the hut with a local extended family, who joined us the 
next day as they had also planned to go up Iron Hill. The snow was fresh and deep as we 
climbed and the front person had the hard job of cutting steps in the snow. There was low 
cloud and strong wind at the top, which meant the views were fleeting and the other group 
decided to go back. We continued along the ridge and the day improved until the cloud 
cleared and the views were fantastic and worth coping with the wild wind! Back at the hut 
we had a welcome cuppa and catch up with the others before heading back to the car and 
home. A very satisfying trip snatched between heavy rain days! 
 

24 and 25 September   'Become a Trip Leader' - Workshop at St Arnaud        
Julie, Miriam, Fiona and Lis (scribe) all gained new valuable ideas.  Thank you, Gaylene, 
who kindly gave her time over the weekend so four of us could get some good advice about 
leading a tramp and keeping everyone safe - physically and emotionally. The unexpected 
public holiday on Monday meant we could work in with the weather a bit better. The 
forecast was best for Saturday so after arriving at the bach at St Arnaud we headed up to 
Parachute Rock where I nursed my toe and the rest continued to the top of the range for 
ever more expansive views in all directions.  Later that evening during and after a shared 
dinner, Gaylene held court.  Sunday morning, we were off to Beeby Knob and on to Beeby 
Hut with jaw dropping views of the Waiau Valley and the Robert Range and Lake Rotoiti.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The weather clouded over as we headed down steeply on the Beeby walking track and back 
to base for a warm drink.  Gaylene taught as we went along and shared more wisdom that 
evening.  We awoke to cold and grey and felt deeply grateful for the weather window we’d 
enjoyed.  Gaylene and Fiona headed off for further adventures while the rest of us drove 
home. Just being out in the beech trees again has been such a joy after this long, wet 
winter and being cooped up inside.  
 

 
 


